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ABSTRACT 
 
Business security has progressed from the wooden cash box to the cash register and now the 
nightmare of the computer. Control has progressively slipped from the control of the instrument 
operator to a little understood collection of networked instruments. This evolution of difficulty has 
created numerous protection problems for the business operator. Not only does the cash and other 
payment means need collection and protection, but now the payment instrument itself has fallen 
under the responsibility of the vendor. Business owners are as much at risk from cyber security as 
from physical security. Thieves don’t have to rush the store with guns blazing to steal money in 
fact they don’t have to steal money from the store at all. Information and data are the sources of 
new gold. The information collected from customers’ credit cards contains enough data to secure 
riches for any enterprising evil doer. In addition to normal data growth, regulatory compliance 
(Sarbanes/Oxley (SOX), SEC17a, HIPAA, Patriot Act, Freedom of Information etc.) is 
contributing exponentially to data growth, as more records are generated; more regulations are 
created in more industries. This creates a big fat target as much a target as any “old west” bank, 
and businesses are responsible for the protection and security of customers’ data. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
ackers used to attack computer systems for the fame, more recently; attackers seem to be turning their 
attention to cybercrime for profit.  Cybercrime is a term used to describe criminal activities conducted 
over the Internet.  The most recent Symantec Internet Security Threat Report (2007) found that 
financial services was the most frequently targeted industry between July 1 and December 31, 2006, making up 84% 
of phishing attacks.  Symantec expects that attacks targeted against the financial services industry will continue to 
rise as attackers become more profit driven.   
 
Understanding how the attackers are getting into the financial institution‟s system is the first step in 
fighting back against the criminals.  By understanding how the crimes work, financial institutions can reduce their 
likelihood of being a victim. Eighty-six percent of the credit and debit cards advertised for sale on underground 
economy servers known to Symantec were issued by banks in the United States, The Risk of Misreading Generation 
Y (June 2007).  
 
What methods are attackers using to gain financial information? According to Ted Crooks, vice president 
of Identity Protection Solutions at Fair Issac, new [internet] scams emerge faster than experts are able to identify and 
combat (as cited in Bauknight, 2005, p.19).  Phishing is a prime example.  While a recent increase in stories in the 
media are educating the general public about it for the first time and are convincing business owners that phishing is 
a major problem, the attackers are already beginning to move on to more sophisticated and specialized techniques of 
information theft (Bauknight, 2005, para. 19).  Phishing and a similar scam called pharming, are two of the most 
popular methods for stealing confidential information recently.  The best way to fight against these types of attacks 
is to understand how each one is used to gain access and how widespread the method is used.  By learning that 
information, financial institutions can begin cutting off that access. 
 
According to a study conduced by Time Warner Inc.‟s Internet unit AOL and the National Cyber Security 
Alliance; about one in four U.S. Internet users are targets of phishing attacks and 70% of consumers who were 
H 
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targeted, believed they were being contacted by a legitimate company (as cited in PC Magazine Online, Dec 7, 
2005).  So what is phishing?  The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, a federal regulator of financial 
institutions, defines phishing as a scam that encompasses fraudulently obtaining and using an individual‟s personal 
or financial information (Consumer Alerts, May 5, 2005). 
 
In a typical phishing scam, you receive an e-mail supposedly from a company or financial institution you may or 
may not do business with or from a government agency.  The e-mail describes a reason you must “verify” or 
“resubmit” confidential information – such as bank account and credit card numbers, Social Security numbers, 
passwords and personal identification numbers (PINs) – using a return e-mail, a form on a linked Web site, or a 
pop-up message with the name and even the logo of the company or government agency.  Perhaps you’re told that 
your bank account information has been lost or stolen or that limits may be imposed on your account unless you 
provide additional details.  If you comply, the thieves hiding behind the seemingly legitimate Web site or e-mail can 
use the information to make unauthorized withdrawals from your bank account, pay for online purchases using your 
credit card, or even sell your personal information to other thieves (FDIC Consumer News, Winter 2003/2004). 
 
Identity thieves have even posed as representatives of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to try and trick taxpayers 
into revealing private information that could be used to steal from their financial accounts.  Phishing was number 
three on the list of the 2006 “Dirty Dozen” issued by the IRS in February, 2006.  The “Dirty Dozen” is the IRS‟s 
annual tally of some of the most notorious tax scams.  The Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration 
(TIGTA) has reported that it found 12 separate Web sites in 18 different countries hosting variations of the IRS 
phishing scheme (www.irs.gov, Feb 7, 2006). 
 
 Tatiana Platt, AOL‟s Chief Trust Officer, stated that “Phishers are getting better at tricking consumers into 
revealing their bank account and financial information, and most Americans can‟t tell the difference between real e-
mails and the growing flood of scams that lead to fraud and identity theft” (as cited by PC Magazine Online, Dec 7, 
2005).  This is a problem for financial institutions for more than the obvious reason of risk to their customers.  
Phishing has become so widespread, that their customers, who are so fed-up with the daily con attempts, are now 
unwittingly throwing out the legitimate messages along with the fraudulent ones  (Brandt, 2005, p.34). 
 
“You wanted to know who I am, Zero Cool? Well, let me explain the New World Order. Governments and 
corporations need people like you and me. We are Samurai...the Keyboard Cowboys...and all those other people 
who have no idea what's going on are the cattle....Moooo.” (Hackers 1995) 
 
This is our world now... the world of the electron and the switch, the beauty of the baud. We make use of a service 
already existing without paying for what could be dirt-cheap if it wasn't run by profiteering gluttons, and you call us 
criminals. We explore... and you call us criminals. We seek after knowledge... and you call us criminals. We exist 
without skin color, without nationality, without religious bias... and you call us criminals. You build atomic bombs, 
you wage wars, you murder, cheat, and lie to us and try to make us believe it's for our own good, yet we're the 
criminals. 
Yes, I am a criminal. My crime is that of curiosity. My crime is that of judging people by what they say and think, 
not what they look like. My crime is that of outsmarting you, something that you will never forgive me for. 
I am a hacker, and this is my manifesto. You may stop this individual, but you can't stop us all... after all, we're all 
alike. (The Mentor, 1986) 
 
Say cybercrime and this is what many people think of, young computer kids breaking into banks and 
controlling stoplights like they do in the 1995 movie, Hackers.  The reality is that cybercrime is far more insidious 
and far reaching than hackers and hacker exploits.   
 
Yes, virus attacks, Trojan horses, and worms are very real threats to computer security, yet the real threat to 
computer security is often overlooked; the human element.  With the ever expanding growth of the Internet and the 
constantly increasing numbers of users connected to the Internet, there is really no question that cybercrime will 
continue to increase in the coming years.  According to Charlie Fuller (2003), in his book, Crime and Detection: 
Cyber Crime, “Internet traffic increased 25-fold between then [1989] and 1994” (p. 13).  By 2002 544.2 million 
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people were using the Internet, a total of 8.96% of the population.  Of course criminals are going to be more and 
more prevalent as Internet use continues to grow. 
 
Before one can detail cybercrime, how it is perpetrated, how authorities fight it, and how the criminal 
element continues the cycle by circumventing the enforcement forces, one must define just what cybercrime is.   
 
The Oxford English Dictionary defines cybercrime as, “cybercrime n.., crime or a crime committed using 
computers or the Internet.” (OED.com, 2006)  According to this definition, the perpetration of any crime involving a 
computer or the Internet is a cybercrime.  Technically, this could be considered anything from stealing a computer 
program to using the Internet to take over the operating account of a Fortune 500 company.   
 
Hackers and hacking are likely the cybercrimes that garner the most media attention.  This could be because 
of the marginalization of the perpetrators or the fact that many of these exploits occur on smaller businesses that do 
not have the resources to keep the attack quiet and out of the press.  There are two types of hackers one has to 
consider in any discussion of cybercrime.   
 
White hat and black hat.  Like the old black and white cowboy movies, the cowboy in the white hat fought 
for good, while he of the black hat was a villain through and through.  White hat hackers do their work to benefit the 
common good.  Curiosity drives these individuals to explore the world of bytes and bits and when, in the midst of 
their exploits they find an error or weakness, these good hackers inform the author of a software or the network 
security officer of the network where a weakness was found so that these errors can be repaired to prevent further 
breaches.   
 
Black hat hackers, as the name implies, are not so benign.  They hack for many of the same reasons as their 
White hat brethren, but their ends are destructive.  These hackers find weaknesses in software or network security 
and exploit these for their own gain.  From breaking copyright protection to incrementally siphoning money from 
bank accounts to their own, these hackers often have the same moral code as your common criminal, they just 
happen to posses an extensive computer knowledge. And any hacker has to have a well stocked tool box of 
computer skills.  There are a number of 'universal tools' which every hacker, white or black hat seems to posses: 
 
● Knowledge of computer languages such as: C, Java, Perl, C++, and VisualBasic 
● General UNIX and/or systems administration knowledge 
● Knowledge of network hardware and software 
● Security protocol information 
● Plenty of spare time (Schell and Martin, 2004, p.  53) 
 
Contrary to the ideas many have about criminal activities, computer criminals are far from being unintelligent thugs, 
rather they are intelligent people who unfortunately use their knowledge and skills for illegal ends. 
 
These hackers try the patience of policing authorities as they have time and are highly intelligent and seem 
able to quickly circumvent any new steps the authorities take to block their crimes.  The white hat hackers also tend 
to become the greatest weapon against cybercrime that enforcement agencies have.  These hackers turn their natural 
curiosity and talent against their criminal opposites in an effort to reduce cybercrime.   
 
As soon as the white hat guys and gals come up with a defensive tactic against the blackhats, the criminal 
element, as in the real world, devise new schemes to get around the enforcement agencies' blocks.  Obviously, this 
aspect of cybercrime becomes a never ending cycle of exploit, defense, and new exploit. Many times these crimes 
are nothing more than a guy or gal in his or her bedroom or basement just seeing if they can breach some piece of 
security or copyright, but not always. 
 
It would be nice to say that hackers are the only cybercriminals one would have worry about, but this is not 
the case.  With the proliferation of the Internet and the personal computer, even common, less educated criminals 
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can harness the power of the web to commit crimes.  There seem to be far too many news reports of pedophiles 
being busted because of their use of computer networks to find under-aged targets.  From MySpace to simple 
Internet searches, pedophiles make use of the power of the computer world to remain anonymous and find victims. 
 
The web makes it so easy for criminals to cover their tracks that it is hard for law enforcement to keep on 
top of the problem.  Unfortunately, the problem is not limited to pimple faced kids hacking in parent's basements 
and mentally deranged criminals who would commit their crimes with or without the Internet.  There are many, 
many other serious cybercrimes and criminals out there in cyberspace.   
 
Identity theft, a traditional crime, once executed through dumpster diving; the practice of going through 
garbage looking for things such as social security numbers, account numbers, and other information used to take 
over another's identity is now aided by the computer and Internet.  In a matter of hours, a criminal can completely 
assume the identity of most anyone on the planet.  These criminals divert funds from the mark's bank account to 
unmarked accounts, secure credit cards in the mark's name, and other exploits to monetarily gain from other's 
personal information.  Because it often takes time for discrepancies to appear on a credit report, many victims do not 
know they have been affected until a loan application or credit card application has been denied.  By this time the 
criminal's trail is often so cold that it is near impossible to track him or her down.   
 
Apart from being hard to find the perpetrator, identity theft is an expensive crime for the victim to recover 
from.  It takes years for a victim's credit to rebuild fully and it can cost the victim up to or over 10,000 dollars to 
clean up all the records affected by the thief‟s activities.      In the case of identity theft, the authorities state that the 
best defense is a good offense.  Social security numbers are the key that these criminals need to access the victim's 
information and steal an identity, so enforcement agencies warn to remove social security numbers from driver's 
licenses and other identifying documents.  As noted on http://www.IDtheftcenter.org, “Guard your Social Security 
number. When possible, don't carry your Social Security card with you” (Idtheftcenter.org, 2006) 
 
Identity theft is just one traditional crime that has moved to the Internet.  Money laundering, “the 
metaphorical „cleaning of money‟ with regards to appearances in law, is the practice of engaging in specific 
financial transactions in order to conceal the identity, source and/or destination of money and is a main operation of 
underground economy” is big Internet business (Wikipedia, 2006).  The proceeds of money laundering often go to 
fund the commission of 'real world' crimes such as drug trafficking and terrorist acts.  The criminal's use the Internet 
to route monetary devices through a convoluted path of off shore banks and into different devices such as deposit 
certificates, bonds, pre-paid credit cards, and gift cards.  Through the use of these devices, the criminal is able to 
wash the illegal source of the money.   
 
To combat this type of cybercrime, the US government has created a number of regulations that US based 
banks must comply with to help prevent money laundering.  However, these steps do not prevent the exclusive use 
of off-shore banks for money laundering.  This adds a dimension of complication when law enforcement is called in 
to help in a potential money laundering case.   
 
Money laundering, as mentioned above, often leads to terrorist acts, and terrorists are using the Internet in a 
number of ways to coordinate their activities.  As all Americans heard after 9-11, the Internet was a major 
communicative channel for those involved in the attacks.  As of yet, a serious cyber-terrorist attack has not 
occurred, but the prospect is a chilling one.  Since most every aspect of our daily lives connect to computers in some 
manner, a well devised attack of terrorist funded hackers could literally bring America, and the world to a standstill.  
Walter Laqueur, an expert on terrorist activity is quoted in the book Cybercrimes by Gina DeAngelis as saying, “one 
U.S. Intelligence official has boasted that, with $1 billion and 20 capable hackers, he could shut down America” 
(DeAngelis 2000, p. 37). 
 
The best defense against this sort of attack is constant vigilance against the new exploits that hackers use to 
penetrate networks.  By constantly improving and adjusting security measures, the hacker's jobs are made that much 
harder as the tools in the hacker's bag of tricks are continually made obsolete.   
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